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Purpose: 
The evaluation of protective properties of the BARANI MeteoShield against the road side dirt.

Site: 
The shields with sensors were installed on the road side for the duration of winter season (November 2015 – May 2016, Fig. 3-4). 

Description of used equipment:
1. MeteoAir - the combination of naturally ventilated shield MeteoShield and temperature, humidity and pressure sensor  
    MeteoTemp by BARANI (Fig.1).
2. Competitive device - Naturally ventilated shield and temperature and humidity sensor (Fig.2).

REPORT OF METEOAIR USE IN ROAD MANAGEMENT

 

Fig. 1 BARANI - MeteoTemp on the left, 
                              MeteoShield on the right.

Fig. 2 Competitive device.

Fig.4 Example of the setup of the Competitive device 
in Handlova.

Fig.3 Example of the setup of the BARANI MeteoAir 
in Chrenovec.
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Results: 
After the 2015/16 winter season the devices were disassembled to inspect the state of the sensors placed inside of the protective 
shields. Customer reported the following results from the inspection: 
MeteoShield protected the sensor from the contamination more than their reference setup. MeteoTemp sensor filter shows minimal 
signs of dirt buildup. Most notable was the lack of dirt buildup from the direction of the road way which is the primary cause of 
sensor failure and erroneous measurement. The reference temperature and humidity sensor placed inside the naturally ventilated 
shield shows visible signs of dirt buildup and a high concentration of dirt buildup from the direction of the road. (Fig.5).

Conclusion: 
Very good dirt and water spray protection by MeteoShield for the sensing element extends life of sensitive humidity sensors.

Meteoshield Competetive device

B) Minimal dirt builtup 
(mainly shadows due 
to insufficient light 
conditions)

C) Visible dirt buildup on 
the sensor

D) On the right side of the 
sensor dirt buildup from 
the direction of the road

A) Sensor filter detail, 
minimal to no dirt build 
up visible (under proper 
lighting)

Fig 5. BARANI MeteoTemp protected by MeteoShield on the left (A, B) shows minimal dirt buildup on the sensor filter, Competitive 
device (C, D) on the right shows visible large dirt buildup on the whole sensor, especially from the direction of the road. 


